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1 Introduction 
Recently a number of developments of two dimensional quantum field theory have indi
cated various connections between otherwise unrelated subjects. Quantization of fermion 
problems are closely re la te to representations of loop groups and Kac-Moody algebras. 
Due to normal ordering a nontrivial coeycle occurs which implies that projective represen
tations result. This so-called Schwinger term allows to identify an even subalgebra with 
the Heisenberg algebra giving rise to the so-called boson-fermion correspondence. We may 
note that the orbit of the vaccum vector under the group i7/, l X, singles out Mibspaces of 
the bosonic Fock space which solve nonlinear partial differential equations. Sol it on solu
tions correspond to special vectors in the fermionic Fock space and are created by vertex 
operators. If one represents the Virasoro algebra one obtains a central extension coming 
from the Schwinger term. This indicates that there are more connections to string models, 
conformal field theory, solvable lattice models, quantum groups, and to knots and braids. 
We shall not touch these rapidly developing subjects in the following, but concentrate on 
the role of the mentioned cocycle named also the Schwinger term. This shows once more 
that differential geometric methods enter functional analytic treatment. 

We had a number of examples earlier, like instanton and monopole treatments and 
index calculations. But already in quantum mechanics such connections occur like for 
the Bohm-Aharanov effect. The so-called Berry phase is another manifestation. During 
an adiabatic transport of wave functions along a closed loop in parameter space one may 
pick up nonintegrable phase factors. 

We shall treat simple models in one space and one time dimension, which are explic
itly solvable, and explore the aspects mentioned before. In part two we formulate the 
quantization procedure for fermions interacting with external fields, paying attention to 
"fill the Dirac sea". Not all unitary operators acting in the one particle Hilbert space are 
implcmentable in a representation of the canonical anticommutation relations (CAR). 
Requiring implementability restricts the allowed gauge or axial gauge transformations, 
as will become explicit for the models treated in part four. If we implement a unitary 
group, we obtain generators by applying a quantization map. In general, it turns out 
that we pick up a projective representation of the group due to the occurrence of the 
Schwinger term. In part five we describe the occurrence of a nonintegrable phase factor 
for the adiabatic time evolution within one of our models. We indicate finally the second 
quantization procedure in the presence of such nontrivial phases. The n-particle state 
obtains contributions from both the Berry phase and the Schwinger term. 

2 Quantization of Fermions in External Fields 
Quantization for fermions means that we start from the one-particle Hubert space H and 
go over to the Fock space 7 = © ~ = 0 H ( n ) , where H{0) = C, H{1) = ?i and H{n) denotes 
the »-fold antisymmetric tensor product of 71. We intend to study representations of the 
C"-algebra A of operators a(f) and a^(g) fulfilling the canonical anticommutation rules 

{«(/),«f(.7)} = (/!*), {«(/) ,%)} «0, (2.1) 
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where (-|) denotes the scalar product in ~H. 
One particular representation can be defined by demanding that a(f)Q = 0 annihilates 

the "vacuum" Q = (1,0,0, . . . ) G T. Hounded operators A € B(H) in Ji are transported 
to T by defining f(.4) = A<?) ... (•: A on K ( " ) . lor generators of strongly continuous 
groups L't = cxptB \;e define <IY{ B) = B :•) 1 ! . . . •?. 1 + -.. + 1 K .. - ® fl on tt,n) such 
that 

f(t/,) = exp*(if(ß), [rff(4).rfT(fl)] - rff([/1./?]). \<\X{A).a\l)\ = a\Af) (2.2) 

hold. It is easy to establish these formulae for .4 and B being trace class. For this repre
sentation the "Dirac sea is not filled". 

We are interested in representations obtained from quasifree states over the algebra 
A of the form 

u/|> +(«(/„).. MfiW(ni) • -a'lpm)) = *»« dci(fi\I\gj), (2.3) 

where P+ denotes the projection operator onto the positive spectral part of a Dirac 
operator H. With the help of the OS-construction we obtain a vacuum vector 12, a 
Hubert space T and a cyclic representation II/»+ of A, for which we denote 

llP.{a(P+f)) = B(P+f), WPMCP-f)) = rf(P-f)- (2-4) 

C denotes an antilinear involution like charge conjugation and makes £)t(P_/) to depend 
linearly on P-j. The splitting of H into subspaces W±/ corresponds to introducing a 
polarization. B(P+f) and £>(P_/) fulfill the CAR and annihilate the vacuum 17. 

If we start with two Dirac operators / / 0 and / / we obtain two splittings of H = 
/ ^ X © PZW. = P+Hfy PJH and decompose the field operator *>(/) according to 

* ( / ) = * ( / ? / ) + " V ' / ' - / ) = B(P+f) + D<{CP-f). (2.5) 

(2 5) determines a relation between both sets of creation and annihilation operators. We 

introduce orthonormal systems {$j } for P±H and {^\,±} for P±H and simplify notation 

by introducing b(i(>° ) = bn,.... From (2.5) we obtain the Bogoliubov transformation 

where the matrix entering (2.6) is unitary and built up out of the kernels VV'±± and W±^ 
of products of projection operators P±P± and P^I^. If we denote by u? the varrum vector 
such that bnu> = dnu> = 0, finiteness of the norm of fl, ||ft|| < oc, within the representation 
built upon u>, is equivalent to the existence of a unitary operator U such that 

Ub„U1 = BH, UdJP = Dn and Uu = H. (2.7) 

Not all transformations of H are implementable into a representation of A. The Shale-
Stinespring-Berezin-Fricdrichs criterion implies the existence of V iff the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norms 

\\P±Ptb,s<K> (2.8) 
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are finite. 
It is easy but tedious to ottain the explicit form of the implementing operator I'. 

From the conditions (2.8) and the unitarity of the U'-matrix we deduce that W + + and 
W are FredhoL. operators and their index fulfills 

»'(W++) = —tXVV" ) = n-m, n = d imkerW' + + , ro = dimker W__. (2.9) 

For simplicity reasons we give only U applied to the vacuum <*>: 

n n , m = ex P (6; .4^<) b\.. .1>U\ .. .d^, (2.10) 

where Ax = —(W++)~lW+-, and ( W + + ) - 1 denotes the inverse of W++ on the subspace 
orthogonal to k e r W + + . In equ. (2.10) we have chosen a suitable base for the kerH /++ 
and the keriK We note that for (n.m) / (0,0) the new vacuum becomes orthogonal 
to the old one and charged if n ^ m: 

Qfin,m = 5 » p - 4 < / r ) n n , m = (n-m)n r ,m , AQ = (n„.m,gn n.m) = n-m. (2.11) 
p 

Wc remark that the charge difference equals the Fredholm index AQ = i(VV + +). 
In order to transport operators from Ti to the physical representation we have to 

redefine the functors dt and F. This is done through normal ordering. Assume A is trace 
class, we define then 

dT(A) =: dt{A) := d?{A) - Tr P.AP-, r{eA) = e * ™ . (2.12) 

For example the charge operator becomes Q — rfr(l). 
Next we ask the question whether a unitary transformation Ti can be implemented in 

a given representation; whether one may reach charged vacua by introducing gauge fields 
is a related question. Let G be a group, V 0, o € G, be a unitary representation of G in 
H. We obtain an automorphism of the algebra A through putting raa(f) = a(Vaf). The 
question is whether there exists a second quantized form of Va, called T( V„) stich that 

r(vjn P +(«(/))r t(v;) = n,>+(a(K,/)). (2.13) 
V{Va) exists iff UT>. and u)v n v 1 are unitarilv equivalent states, or iIX 

\\P±VaP*\\ns < oc <r=> | |A'±||„, < oo, A'* = V W J - P±. (2.14) 

We note that both operators .Y* fulfill the rocycle condition 

VßX?V}-XZß + X* = 0. (2.15) 
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3 Algebra of Charges - Schwinger Term 
We ask for implementabilityof a unitary group of transformations V',A. r(V',A) exists iff the 
generator j A with V',A = 1 + tj* obeys the Hilbert-Schmidt criterion: \\P±JAP?\\HS < ° ° . 
If r (V, A ) exists as a strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitaries. there exists 
according to Stone's theorem infinitesimal generators </T(JA), which are smeared charges. 

Next we determine the algebra of t'iese charge operators </T( A), where we take first A 
to be trace class and extend then the algebra to operators for which Tr P_ AP+AP. < oc. 
Due to normal ordering the algebra of equ. (2.2) is changed to 

\dr{A),dT{B)} = </r([4, B)) -r S{A, B). S(A. B) = Tr( P. AP+BP. - P.BP+AP.), 
(3.1) 

where S(A, B) denotes the Schwinger term. It implies that we shall obtain in the general 
case even for abeiian groups a representation of the central extension of the algebra. 
This happens for example for the gauge and axial gauge transformations which we shall 
consider in part four. The boson-fermion correspondence follows due to the presence of 
this term. 

If one represents the Virasoro-algebra the central extension plays a crucial role. It 
is especially fascinating that the factor multiplying the central extension term becomes 
quantised if one requires a unitary representation. 

We also remark that S(A, B) is a cocycle, which fulfills the Hochschild condition 

S(AB, C) + S(B(\ A) + S{CA, B) = 0. (3.2) 

In addition, we remark that we can rewrite this term by introducing F — P+ — P_ with 
F2 = 1 in the form 

4 • ${A, B) = Tr F[F. A\[l \ B\, (3.3) 

which connects to Connes formulation. 
In specific models we shall see that chiral transformations will allow to charge the 

vacuum. We shall discuss next the question how v/e can calculate tr« charge difference if 
the two vacua belong to equivalent representations. From the unitarity of IV we deduce 
that 

= Tr W +_ Wl_ - Tr \\\. Wl_ \V\, P,m H , + W;l Plm w „ = (3.4) 

where P-p denote projection operators onto domains V. Combining (2.11) and (3.4) we 
arrive at the conclusion that the charge difference is related to the difference of two APS 
n- in variants: 

i(W++) = AQ = Tr W_ + W l + - Tr W+.Wl_ = Tr P.P» - Tr P+Pl = 
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= - I Tr(P + - IL - / * + / * ) = - ! ( , , - , • ) . (3.5) 

A regularized form for ?/ may serve as the difinilton of the charge difference of two 
ground states even for situations were one is dealing with inequivalent representations. 
This connects to the spectral asymmetry, which is defined for a Dirac operator of the 
form 

taking for example the heat kernel regularizations 

^ m = limTr W m i « m | - l

e - " " - l 2 . (3.7) 

For a large class of operators linv^o >?m «pials the Witten index 

MA) = «„,(-, ̂ -J—.-J-J. ( 3 8 ) 

We have used relative scattering theory to study (3.8) and proved the topological invari-
ance of A(v4) under suitable perturbations. Both (3.7) and (3.S) have a representation 
in terms of Krein's spectral sh;.\ function. If A is a Fredholm operator, A becomes 
the ratio of Fredholm determinants and is equal to the Frcdholm index. This is true if 
lim r_± 0 0 $(x) = $ ± ^ 0. If either $ + or <t_ or both are zero the index is not defined but 
becomes 1/2 in the first two cases and zero in the last case. 

4 Solvable Examples 
For the models, which we shall treat, we either start from the one-particle Hilbert space 
H = L 2(R, dx) or we restrict to a finite interval. In the first case the interaction will be 
given by soli ton or kink-like potentials or by "point" interactions; for the second case we 
shall treat all possible boundary conditions. 

Example 1: The kink potential V(i) = tanhx leads to a solvable Dirac equation on 

n 

H = ap+ Ptanh t = f JJt £ \ , Afr = /tyi. 4 V , = Exl>2. (4.1) 

Cross multiplication of (4.1) leads to two "almost" isospcctral Schrödinger operators 

/MVi = i ~ + i W, = £ V i , A'A1>, = (~ + i - ^ | r ; ) ^ = &**, (4-2) 

and 0t solves a free equation while ip2 is obtained from (4.1) 

• 1 \ Jk* 

ii>±{k,x)=\ -iJfc + tanhz - « , E\ = k*+\. (4.3) 

±E„ ) ^ 
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We note that the kink potential is reflectionless. V(x — ct) gives the one-soliton solution 
of the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation. The spectrum of the Dirac operator is left 
invariant under the mKdV-flow. In our rase the spectrum consists of continua from 
(—oo, 1] and (1, oo) and a zero energy bound state. 

Starting either from the free Dirac operator to mass m or from the kink potential 
m tanh x allows us to show 

Theorem 1: We define two classes of potentials; the first one with trivial asymptotic* 
such that \m — Vt(x)\ 6 Lr for some 1 < p < 2, the second one with kink asymptotics such 
that \m tanhx — UJ(J)| € Lp for 1 < p < 2. Representations of the CAR from potentials 
out of each class turn out to be equivalent. All potentials out of the first class compared 
to those of the second class lead to mtqntralenl representations. 

For the proofs we represented the projection operators through resolvents and esti
mated the resulting expressions. 

The next question concerns the implement ability of local gauge and axial gauge trans
formations. For Example 1 we obtain: 

Theorem 2: We define the representation Y\ = exp(iA( j ) + i7sA5(x)) with A, A5 6 C"° 
and A', A5 € CQ° of (/(l)joc x £'(')<«•• The second quantized operator T(V^) exists iff 
A 5(±oo) = N±x with .V± € N. 

Since the kernels of P± are explicitly known, the proof follows from somewhat tedious 
estimates. The assumptions on A, A 5 can be weakened. 

We note that there is no restriction on the asymptotic values of A(i) showing up. 
The asymptotically allowed values of A5( J ) correspond to symmetries for global transfor
mations. This model gives an example of a system which "determines certain quantum 
numbers by themselves". 

These integers are connected to charge differences of the two vacua. For chirai trans
formations we expect the Fredholm index cf W + + to be equal to the winding number of 
the gauge function. This is known to be true for the massless as well as the massive Dirar 
operator without external potentials but it holds also for models two and three: 

Example 2: We take the "free" Dirac operator H = —iad/dx on a finite inter
val, but treat all allowed boundary conditions. The Hilhert space is now taken to be 
/, 2([0, l],dj-)® C 2 . // defined on the domain of C?([0,1)) ® C functions has defect in 
dices (2,2). Therefore all self-adjoint extensions of H are parametrized by 2 x 2 unitary 
matrices V. We obtain therefore a four parameter family of Dirac operators II y. A simple 
transformation Ofa(x) = ^ I ( I ) , Ofa{x) =• fo(l — x) transforms Hv into OHyO = h( 
where 

Actf*) = — * ( * ) , 4(l) = C/*(0). (4.4) 
t ax 

Solutions to (4.4) can be expressed in terms of eigenvalues pt, fij and eigenvectors / i , /» 
of the matrix V: 

<i*) = «***/,. K = 2*n + /i ;, Uf} = e*7„ (4.5) 



with j =1 .2 and n € N. The spectrum of Hv consists of two points within the interval 
(0,2*) and is periodic. W* distinguish three cases whether 

o) U couples spinor components, 

ß) spinors are coupled only at the end of the interval to each other or 

7) mixed boundary conditions occur. 

Both questions answered for the external field problem of Example 1 have been an
swered also for the second case. 

Theorem 3: Representations of the CAR obtained from operators //(/, and IIVj are 
equivalent iff U\ — U2. 

The chiral transformation 

V* = (MpKA* + ( ^ p V A - (4-6) 

is implementable iff A ± (l) = A±(0) + 2irn± with n ± € N for case a), A : <\) = A-(l) + 
2xn+ and A+(0) = A_(0) + 2*r>_ for case 3), but iff both conditions of a) and ß) hold 
for case 7). 

If V^ is implementable, we obtain equality between n + — n_ = t(V$) and the Fredholm 
index i(V^) of the Bogoliubov transformation implementing V^. In our proof we used a 
deformation argument to connect the problem to a shift operator for which the index is 
easily calculated and the winding number known. 

Remarks: We deduce from the above results that chiral transformations allow to charge 
the vacuum. Similar as in the Schwinger model there exist sectors labelled by two inte
gers. The gauge invariant algebra will be represented irreducibly on the various sectors 
and yields inequivalcnt representations. 

We apply next the criterion for implementability of the unitary group of transforma
tions ViA mentioned in part three and obtain: 

Theorem 4: Denote by j± the generator of V',A. The Hilbert-Schmidt norms 
\)P*Jh.P*\\HS < tx> are finite, iff A5(±oo) = 0 for Example 1. They are finite iff n + = 
n_ - 0 for Example 2. The generators arc given by smeared charges 

<?A= E f dxS,(z)-.tf(z)(l-^f±)rl,(x)-., (4.7) 

which fulfill the algebra 

«WA.0J = - j£ ^(A' + (*K(*) - A'_(*)/i,(x)). (4.8) 
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Remark: Only the charge, axial charge cum mutator is nonvanishing and gives the well-
known ^'-Schwinger term. The Fourier coefficients of the currents fulfil' a Kac-Moody 
algebra with a central extension term. 

If we apply (3.51 to calculate an effective charge and use the regularized index formula 
(3.7) we obtain for Example 1 zero for potentials with <p± ^ 0. sign <t>+ = s'gn 0_. 1/2 
for potentials with the kink-like asymptotics such that ^± / 0, but sign 6+ = — sign $_ 
and 1/4 for potentials vanishing on one side (<p+ or 4>- equal zero). 

For Example 2 we obtain a continuously varying index depending on one of the pa
rameters of the l'{2) matrix. We obtained sucii fractional charges also for a model which 
generalizes the kink-potential. 

Example 3: We considered the most general one-dimensional Dirac operator 

(A<i>)(x) = iop + ßv(x) + ->«?(x))*(.r) = fcVU) (4.U) 

on H = L 2 (R)©C 2 where a = <y2, i3 — <x,, -y — la.tf = CT3 are given by Pauli matrices. The 
spectrum of (4.9) remains invariant if v(x) and ti'(jr) solve two coupled MKdV-equations 
in an additional parameter. We solved the Gelfand- Levitan-Marchenko equation of the 
inverse scattering problem for reflectionless potentials and obtained 

.v 
ßv(z) + iw(x) = dm + ,[a, A'(x,x)j, Ka0(x,x) = £ « ; ( / ) . < / - ' ( I ) V J ( I ) , (4.10) 

where the matrix M(x) is determined as 

/ 1 \ 

M"(x) = F'ix) + j~ dz^zMz), <?0(x) = JF, 

\ "l + KJ I 

and £* = m2 — K*. tj denote N energy levels, c} are normalization constants. 

Remarks: Besides a study of inequivalent representations and implcmentable gauge 
transformations we determined the effective charge for the above given A'-soliton poten
tials. It turns out that this charge is given by the sum of individual contributions from 
one soli ton solutions 

1 N 

AQ=-^ai, e, = mcosa„ K, = msino,. (4.12) 

Example 4: We start from two component square integrable wave functions over R 
and treat the free Dirac operator h0 on the domain P(A 0) = {</>€ H7A(R)®C3\i/>{0) = 0} 
where / / 2 , , ( R ) denotes the Sobolev space. On T>(h0), h0 has deficiency indices (2,2) and 
all self-adjoint extensions are described by 2 x 2 matrices V. In order to simplify we 
transform hy to hy = OhyO with (00i)(x) = V>i(x), (Ov''a)(x) = VM - *) and obtain 

"hv = ~ on 2 > ( Ä I / ) S = { 0 € / / W ( R \ { O } ) 0 C V ( O ~ ) = / / « ' ( O + ) } . (4.13) 
t ax 

*•] 

e-">', (4.11) 
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Remarks: Since the solution of the "point" interaction problem (4.13) can clearly be 
obtained it was natural to follow the mentioned program of second quantization and we 
obtained results similar to those of Example 2. It is more remarkable that the above 
model can also be solved for time dependent interactions L't. We observe that hy, can be 
related to hu=l = h through an additional unitary transformation Rt: 

kv, = Rt'hR], R,[x) = 9(x)l + e[-x)Ut. (4.14) 

If we insert (4.14) into «Jj '̂i = A(/,*.''i we obtain a differential equation of the type: 

a ft 

which can be solved explicitly. Transforming back to the original problem yields for the 
time evolution V»« = W('»<o)̂ <o 

W(t, to) = Og(t, <o)Oe-*'«—», g(t, i0)(x) = < 
1 for i < 0 
[//_, f o r O < x < < - f 0 (4.16) 
1 for t - t 0 < 0 

which shows that the interaction propagates along the light cone. 
It is known that static external potentials do not allow to change the vacuum structure. 

In order to obtain supercritical fields one has to deal with time dependent potentials. 
For the above model we have studied the time evolution of generalized charge opera

tors 
Qt(A) = r{W(t0,t))Q(A)r\W(t0,t)) (4.17) 

and obtained 

Theorem 5: We decompose Ut = e"M,)u( into a U(l) part arid a SU(2)loe part, assume 
<p{t) to be continuous and introduce a winding number v{Ut) = (<fi[t)—tp[to))/x. W{t, to) 
is implementablein the representation 11/» connected to the operator hy iff Ut = U^. 
n(Ut) becomes therefore an integer and the charge difference becomes Qf — Q^zs n(Ut). 

Remarks: For the proof we follow our derivation of the Schwinger term representation. 
Define A(A)by 

T(V)Q{A)^{V) = Q(VAV^) + d[A). (4.18) 

From the relation between nornul ordered and unordered expressions we obtain first that 

T(V)Q(A)P{V) + Tr P*_AP»_ = QiVAV1) + Tr P^VAV'P?. (4.19) 

Comparing (4.18) and (4.19), and using cyclicity under the trace gives 

A(/T> = Tr Pj/4P_fJ - Tr P^AP+P0.. (4.20) 
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Application to (4.17) yields 

Q,(A) = Q(W(t0,t)AWl(t,to))+MA), At(A) = Tr F»AP_(t)P»-TT P°_AP+(t)P°_. 
(4.21) 

For generators of the form Ay = OMO where A/ denotes a hermitean 2 x 2 matrix 
multiplication operator explicit calculation gives 

A,M*) = - i I"* ^ tr M(x)(UlUt)(t - x). (4.22) 

Separating off the U(\) part and taking the limit M —» 1 proves the assertion. 
We observe that the charge is not conserved if Ut develops a nontrivial winding num

ber. Charged vacua can be reached by suitable time-dependent interactions. A simiiar 
result is obtained for the axial charge if he, is chiral invariant such that (75, Ay,] = 0. 

For this model it is easy to deal with the scattering problem. Introducing Meiler 
operators VV±(i) allows to obtain the 5-operator in the form 

S(t) = Wi(t)W-(t)t W±(t) = st- lim ^(M,)«-*"»- 1 1 . (4.23) 
to— ±00 

With the help of \V± we can introduce incoming and outgoing field operators 

Mf) = 1?{WUt)f) = 0T(Wj(O/) (4-24) 
which are related by the automorphism 

V»r'(/) = ^ n ( 5 , ( 0 / ) - (4-25) 

Theorem 6: We represent V'i"!/) >n the in-representation 11/* and deduce that the 
scattering operator S{t) is implementable in Upo iff U^ = £/_«,. Then T(5(/)) exists and 
maps 

Vif) = r*(5(0)^r(/)r(5(0), fi°" = r f (5 ) ( r , (4.26) 
where we took 10 = 0 and denoted 5(0) by S. 

Remarks: The mapping from in-stries to out-states is again given by a Bogoliubov 
transformation. The index of this transfromation equals the charge difference and also 
the winding number m(U) mentioned before. 

For static potentials U is time independent, the vacuum is left invariant, [5, h] = 0 
and no particle production occurs. The ionization probability 

I{S)= l-\(Q'nJ{S)Uin)\2 (4.27) 

becomes one if m(U) ^ 0, but is continuously varying for special time evoiutions. 
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5 Adiabatic Time Evolution 

5.1 General Setting 
In quantum mechanics we are mostly dealing with wave functions ^ 6 H, although expec
tation values depend only on rays {e , t t 0} G V(7i), which are elements of the projective 
space V(H) over H. Although a total phase is unobservable, relative phases can be mea-
sured. Let H(R) be a Hamiltonian which depends on parameters R. The idea is to let 
R(t) depend on tirr.i* and to follow a closed loop in parameter space. Starting from an 
initial wave paket rl>(R(0)) we assume that we return to the same ray. A relative phase 
can be picked up through this time evolution, which is assumed to be "adiabatic". 

We fix first the parameters and treat the stationary problem: 

ll(R)\n(R)) = En(R)\n(R)). (5.1) 

We assume that 1I{R) has a discrete spectrum and during the motion in parameter space 
no level crossings occur. The assignment {c'an(R)} —• R for n fixed determine a (7(1) 
line bundle over parameter space. The parallel transport from initial condition |n(/?(0))) 
is defined so that it lies always in the horizontal subspace of the tangent space and is 
given by 

l<U0> = exp[-i f dTEn(R{t)))cMhn{t))\r>{R{t)))- (5.2) 
Jo 

The first phase factor is of dynamical origin. If we would put 7«(<) = 0 we could not take 
into account relative phases between wave functions belonging to different values of R. 
The transversality condition leads to 

7 n ( t ) = i(n(R(t))\jtnW))) = * (»( /? ( / ) ) |V A n( /? (0) )^ . (5.3) 

An — t(n|<m) defines a one-form and ^ ( i ) is invariant under gauge transformations. 
The total phase for a curve C is obtained as 

<=[*=[ F, F = dA, (5.4) 
Jc Js#s=c 

where we introduced the curvature two-form F. The main question concerns the nontriv-
iality of the Chern class or whether ;here exists a globally defined <$> such that A = d<p. 

Remarks: VaJ does not solve the time dependent equation »j; = //V\ but results from 
its solution, if one takes the adiabatic limit. This approximation breaks down at level 
crossings. A different phase was introduced by Aharanov and Anandan. We illustrate the 
above by a simple 
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Example: For a spin in a magnetic field HV>± = o • £ty'± = £±V'± can easily be solved 

/ c o s f e - M . / -sinfe"'* \ , l j 3 l ,_ . , 
V + = ( sinf J ' *- = ( cos2! J« £ ± = ± | ß | " ( 5 5 ) 

Here we are dealing with the (/(l)-monopole bundle over S2 if \B\ is taken to be constant 
(Hopf fibration). The connection one forms calculated from (5.5) become 

A+ = t(v>+,<ty+) = cos2 -<V, .4. = i(#_, <fy_) = sin2 -d^, (5.6) 

and the curvature two-form F+ — d\4+ = -jsintfrftf A d\; = —F_ = — d\i4_ implies 
the occurrence of nontrivial topological phases. In absolute value they are half the area 
surrounded by the magnetic field vector B(t) on the sphere during a complete turn. 

5.2 Example 2 Revisited 
The Dirac operator on a finite interval with general boundary conditions is solvable for 
time dependent interactions too. We compared the exact solution, f r which no topological 
phase shows up with the adiabatic time evolution given by 

ZLA*) = exp[-i / 'dr\i(r))exp^jSU*)* *'# + <&.,&•) = 0. (5.7) 

From the explicit solution of the stationary problem we deduce the independence of <p}

n 

from the index n and get 

*> = hTlfhj-£, V=T(e'o el)^ ( 5 8 ) 

where T is the (/(2)-matrix which diagonalizes (/. We next choose special paths on the 
four-dimensional 1/(2) manifold. 

a) Let T be constant and let us move only on a chart of 1/(1) x U{\) with 0 < ft1, ft2 < 
2K. Calculation of the connection form yields Aj — —^dft1 which is closed and no 
Berry phase occurs. 

ß\ We vary still only on U(\) x U(\) but wind at least once around one of the U(\) 
subgroups. Since the fundamental group of Si, Ili(Si) = Z, we jump from the n-
th solution to a different one, although the Hamiltonian becomes identical to the 
original owe. All levels are shifted into each other, but no one comes back to the 
original one. The notion of a phase difference between different vectors does not 
make sense. 

7) We assume ft1 and ft3 to be nondegenerate and constant but vary the matrix T, 
which we para.netrize as 

/ cosfc* *•'<•-'> »in f \ 
T - e'° 2 * I. (5.9) 
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We put a = 0 since A does not depend on it. For ß = 0 one has to avoid the south 
pole 0 = JT, for ß = $ one has to avoid the north pole 0 = 0 on S2. Again the 
standard charts of the Hopf fibration of SU(2) over S2 : Sx = {/(I) — SU(2) -> S2 

is obtained. The Berry phase becomes half of the area enclosed by tne curve which 
one surrounds on the sphere. 

Remark: Avoided level crossings as well as apparent level crossings have been discussed 
too. 

5.3 Parallel Transport of Density Patrices 
The step from projection operators |v ){v*| to wave functions %< g H\ {0}, which are 
defined up to a phase can be done also for density operator p > 0, Tr p = 1. From the 
polar decomposition we know that the square root is defined up to a unitary operator 
A = pxl2U with AA* — p. A becomes a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and the natural scalar 
product (A,B) = Tr(i4*B + f?M) can be used to define a parallel transport. Changes 
inside the fibre are given by multiplication with unitary operators which are generated 
by antihermitean // = —//t, AV 2 A(\ + II). If we require that A is orthogonal to AH 
for all / / in the sense of the scalar product introduced before (A, AH) = 0 we deduce 
that 

Ä'A = Ä<Ä and ÄA* + AÜ = p, (5.10) 
where the second equation follows, since A is projected down to p. We are almost dealing 
with a principal fibre bundle of Hilbert-Schmidt operators over trace class operators with 
fibre being the unitaries of H. 

Example: We take as a density matrix 

exp[ßffBt] n n l i tanh/? _ \±8B , c l 1 . 

which is decomposed into two pure states P± and \B\ — 1 is taken for simplicity reasons. 
In order to solve (5.10) we make the ansatz A = TA, T » T\ such that the first equation 
of (5.10) is identically true and the second becomes 

!> + , « • - * T - ^ i a i . (5.12) 

A can now be obtained by solving the linear matrix differential equation A = TA. Turning 
B around a loop with rotation axis n yields 

A~x(0)A(t) = exp(in*jexp[-^tr*], Ü = ny/T^r2 + B{nB)(l - y/T^T2), (5.13) 

with r = tanh ß. For a closed loop the unitary operator generalizing the Berry phase is 
given by 

v4~,(0)/i(2jr) = t/(2ir) = e'** 1 *^. (5.14) 
Whether it leads to measurable effects is to be seen. 
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5.4 Second Quantization 
Recently we have formulated the second quantization in case an anholonomy occurs for 
the one-particle system: 

V'(0 = Wad(t,t0)Wt0), Wad(t,t0) = J X e x p [ - i fdrK(r) + iVn(0 ]^ , (5-15) 
n JO 

where {(j>l

n) and {#£} denote solutions of the stationary problem at the initial and final 
point of a curve in parameter space. The phase v>„ is determined according to the Berry 
transport. We assume that the representations of the CAR for ail values along the curve 
are equivalent and apply the functor I\ respectively dV. An n-particle, m-antiparticle 
state pickes up the sum of the phases for each individual mode. In addition, the transport 
of the vacuum implies the occurrence of the S:hwinger term, which becomes related to 
the curvature foim of a lin.; bundle. More details will be presented in a publication with 
P. Falkensteiner. 

6 Conclusion 
In the study of two-dimensional Dirac operators either with external fields or special 
boundary conditions one obtains a number of incquivalent representations of the CAR 
depending on asymptotic behaviour of potentials of boundary values. There exist dif-
fere..„ sectors distinguished by charge quantum numbers. An index of the Bogoliubov 
transformation is related to the charge difference and to the winding number of chiral 
transformations. The algebra of charges yields a Schwinger term which is a cocycle and 
determines a ray representation. For implementable transformations we obtain a relation 
between the index and the spectral asymmetry 17, which is rel< ted to the Witten index. 
Nonimplementable transformations may yield any value for r;. 

The Berry phase is another manifestation of the relation of geometry and analysis. We 
obtained nontrivial topological phase contributions in a special solvable model. Finally, 
we indicated how one may transport density operators along a loop in parameter space. 

Let us finally make remarks on the literature: Representations of the CAR have been 
studied for a long time but recently been summarized by Araki [1]. Similarly the quanti
zation in external fields was recently summarized in (2). Various groups have analyzed in 
detail the free Dirac operators [3,4]. Our work started with a collaboration with Karner 
[5], with Falkensteiner [6] and Opelt [7]. Index problems are treated by a large number 
of people, see, for example, also [8]. The Berry phase appeared already in the book by 
Messiah. The recent interest started with [9.10]. Our treatment follows [11,12]. We should 
remark that the parallel transport for density operators was first obtained by Uhlmann 
[13]. 
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conference. During our project we enjoyed very much working with all the colleagues, 
especially with P. Falkensteiner. We thank also Prof. K. Chadan for the invitation to 
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